
INCOHATE CRIMES
PREPARING TO COMMIT ANOTHER CRIME…



ATTEMPT

Mens rea: the intent to do a criminal act which, if successful, would be 
a completed crime.

Actus reus: Some affirmative act toward that crime.



I Marry Who I Want!

H is married to W, who moves abroad and lives with another man as 
husband and wife. H, stupidly believing that this entitles him to 
remarry, proposes to X, who accepts. When they’re at the chapel, W 
phones in to say she and H are still legally married. H abandons 
ceremony. In this state, bigamy is a strict liability crime. Is H guilty of 
attempted bigamy?



NO: Attempt Needs Specific Intent

Even where underlying crime is strict liability, attempt liability requires 
the specific intent to bring about the forbidden result.

Here, forbidden result is “two legal marriages at once.” Since H did not 
intend to have two simultaneous legal marriages, he’s not guilty.



Abra Cadabra!

D hates his business partner V. D meets X at a party, and X explains that 
for a suitable fee, X will “make anyone you want disappear.”

D, intending to hire X to kill V, agrees that D and X will meet again next 
week to discuss “how I [D] might use your services.” (D doesn’t 
mention V specifically.) 

X is an undercover officer, and immediately arrests D. 

Has D committed the attempted murder of V?



Don’t Be Vague! Step Up!

No. 

For attempt, D must commit some real-word act. 

States vary  on the Actus Reus:

“overt act” (Common Law), where the defendant must perform the 
“last act” necessary to achieve the intended result, or 

“substantial step” (Model Penal Code) or 

act “in furtherance of” the plan). 



Mere Agreement Will Not Suffice

Whatever the definition, the act requirement wasn’t satisfied here –
mere agreement to meet again to discuss basic details of underlying 
crime won’t suffice.



Impossibility and Attempt

“Factual” impossibility fails: If X would be a crime if facts were as D believed 
them to be, D is guilty of attempted X.

Ex: I shoot a gun at Victim thinking its loaded because I want to kill Victim. It 
is not loaded, so its factually impossible to kill V. I am still guilty of attempt!

“Legal” impossibility works: If D thinks X is defined as a crime, but X isn’t a 
crime, D is not guilty of attempted X. (Flip side of “ignorance of the law is no 
excuse.”)

Ex: I think it is a crime to put sugar in my coffee. I open a packet of sugar and 
h tilt it to put it in. The packet is empty. Am I guilty of attempt? No, because 
putting sugar in my coffee is not a crime (though some may beg to differ!)



“I’ve got a Rolex here…”

It’s a crime to “buy stolen goods with a belief that they have been 
stolen.” X comes to D’s pawn shop and offers what seems to be a gold 
Rolex for $300 (value if real: $10,000), saying, “This watch fell off a 
truck last night.” D buys it, thinking it’s stolen. In fact, the watch is a 
counterfeit worth $100. Is D guilty of attempted purchase of stolen 
goods?



YES: Factual Impossibility is 
NOT a Defense to Attempt

This is “factual impossibility” (which never succeeds). If the facts had 
been as D believed them (stolen watch), D would have been guilty of 
the underlying offense.

Therefore, D is guilty of attempt to commit underlying offense.



“I’m going to break into my house…”

D, coming home from a late night at the office, realizes that he forgot 
his key. Thinking it is burglary to forcibly break into a house, he 
decides he is just so tired that he will break his own window to get in. 
D is even too tired to break the window, so decides to sleep on the 
lawn outside his house. As it turns out, breaking into your own home 
is not burglary. Has D committed attempted burglary?



NO: Legal Impossibility is a Defense to Attempt

D has defense of “legal impossibility.”

D was mistaken about how a crime (burglary) was defined.

What he was trying to do wouldn’t have been burglary even if he had 
succeeded. Therefore, he can’t be guilty of attempting that crime.

So now D can sleep in peace.



Mini Essay On Attempt

Arnold and Sam hatched a scheme to kidnap a British film star, Jude Lain, 
and hold him for ransom. After conducting a surveillance of Lain’s home, 
they decided that they would have to have inside help to disable the security 
system at the home. They agreed that Arnold would contact Lain’s dog 
walker, Ron, whom they learned was heavily in debt and frequented a local 
racetrack during his time off. Ron would be offered $10,000 to disconnect 
the security system on the night of the planned kidnapping. Shortly before 
Arnold was to go to the track to make contact with Ron, Sam had second 
thoughts about the scheme and contacted Ron. He warned Ron not to have 
anything to do with Arnold. Ron met with Arnold anyway and pretended to 
go along with his proposal. After meeting with him, Ron contacted the 
authorities.
Arnold and Sam are charged with attempted kidnapping in a jurisdiction 
that follows the common law rules for attempt. Discuss.



Discussion of Mini Essay on Attempt

Attempt requires the specific intent to bring about a criminal result and 
a significant, overt act in furtherance of that intent. An overt act under 
common law requires that the defendant perform the “last act” 
necessary to achieve the intended result. Mere preparation is not 
enough to satisfy this element of intent. Here, Sam and Arnold were 
arrested before they could reach the last act necessary to kidnap Jude 
Lain. Though Arnold made contact with Ron, there were many more 
steps that would be necessary in order to complete the kidnapping.  
Therefore, the overt act requirement of attempt is not satisfied, and 
Sam and Arnold must be found not guilty of attempted kidnapping.


